Statement of international student mobility for studies and traineeships realized to date

* Circle the correct answer and fill in the dotted lines in point 2,3, if applicable.

I declare that*:

□ 1) I have never realized student mobility for studies and traineeships within the framework of LLP Erasmus/Erasmus+/Campus Europae/Scholarship and Training Fund.

□ 2) I have previously realized (completed) student mobility for studies abroad within the framework of LLP Erasmus/Erasmus+/Campus Europae/Scholarship and Training Fund with/without scholarship granted in the ............................................ academic year in the period (according to Confirmation of Stay) between ............... and ............... in the host institution .................................................................
country: ..............................................................................................
during:
a) first-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
b) second-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
c) third-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
d) uniform Master's degree studies at the UL/ other institution ...........................................

□ 3) I have previously realized (completed) student mobility for traineeships abroad within the framework of LLP Erasmus/Erasmus+/Scholarship and Training Fund with/without scholarship granted in the ............................................ academic year in the period (according to Confirmation of Stay) between ............... and ............... in the host institution .................................................................
country: ..............................................................................................
during:
a) first-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
b) second-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
c) third-cycle studies at the UL/ other institution .................................................................
d) uniform Master's degree studies at the UL/ other institution ...........................................

Signature of Student: